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Music for 18 Musicians, Steve Reich
18 Musicians
Organized by Eric Perrault
Ford Hall
Monday November 11th, 2013
9:00 pm
Program
Music for 18 Musicians Steve Reich
(b. 1936)1. Pulses
2. I
3. II.
4. IIIa.
5. IIIb.
6. IV
7. V
8. VI
9. VII
10. VIII
11. IX
12. X
13. XI
14. Pulses
18 Musicians
Violin - Laura Sciavolino
'Cello - Eric Perreault
Clarinet, Bass Clarinet - Vanessa Davis
Clarinet, Bass Clarinet - Erik Johnson
Voice - Katie O'Brien
Voice - Rebecca Saltzman
 Voice - Mel Daneke
Voice - Caitlin Walton
Piano, Maracas - Seth Waters
Piano - Lynda Chryst
Piano - Samantha Berry
Marimba, Piano, Maracas - Andrew Garay
Marimba - Kellen King
Marimba- Nicholas Merillat
Xylophone, Marimba, Maracas - Andrew Sickmeier
Xylophone - Tom Smith
Marimba, Piano - Aaron Walters
Vibraphone, Piano - Will Alderman
Program Notes
Music for 18 Musicians is approximately 55 minutes long. The first
sketches were made for it in May 1974 and it was completed in March
1976. Although its steady pulse and rhythmic energy relate to many
of my earlier works, its instrumentation, structure and harmony are
new. 
As to instrumentation, Music for 18 Musicians is new in the number
and distribution of instruments: violin, cello, 2 clarinets doubling bass
clarinet, 4 women's voices, 4 pianos, 3 marimbas, 2 xylophones and
metallophone (vibraphone with no motor). All instruments are
acoustical. The use of electronics is limited to microphones for voices
and some of the instruments. 
There is more harmonic movement in the first 5 minutes of Music for
18 Musicians than in any other complete work of mine to date.
Though the movement from chord to chord is often just a re-voicing,
inversion or relative minor or major of a previous chord, usually
staying within the key signature of three shapes at all times,
nevertheless, within these limits harmonic movement plays a more
important role in this piece than in any other I have written. 
Rhythmically, there are two basically different kinds of time occurring
simultaneously in Music for 18 Musicians. The first is that of a regular
rhythmic pulse in the pianos and mallet instruments that continues
throughout the piece. The second is the rhythm of the human breath
in the voices and wind instruments. The entire opening and closing
sections plus part of all sections in between contain pulses by the
voice and winds. They take a full breath and sing or play pulses of
particular notes for as long as their breath will comfortably sustain
them. The breath is the measure of the duration of their pulsing. This
combination of one breath after another gradually washing up like
waves against the constant rhythm of the pianos and mallet
instruments is something I have not heard before and would like to
investigate further. 
The structure of Music for 18 Musicians is based on a cycle of eleven
chords played at the very beginning of the piece and repeated at the
end. All the instruments and voices play or sing the pulsating notes
with each chord. Instruments like the strings which to not have to
breath nevertheless follow the rise and fall of the breath by following
the breathing patterns of the bass clarinet. Each chord is held for the
duration of two breaths, and the next chord is gradually introduced,
and so on, until all eleven are played and the ensemble returns to the
first chord. The first pulsing chord is then maintained by two pianos
and two marimbas. While this pulsing chord is held for about five
minutes a small piece is constructed on it. When this piece is
completed there is a sudden change to the second chord, and a
second small piece or section is constructed. This means that each
chord that might have taken fifteen or twenty seconds to play in the
opening section is then stretched out as the basic pulsing melody for
a five minute piece very much as a single note in a cantus firmus, or
chant melody of a 12th century Organum by Perotin might be
stretched out for several minutes as the harmonic centre for a section
of the Organum. The opening eleven chord cycle of Music for 18
Musicians is a kind of pulsing cantus for the entire piece. 
On each pulsing chord one or, on the third chord, two small pieces are
built. These pieces or sections are basically either in form of an arch
(ABCDCBA), or in the form of a musical process, like that of
substituting beats for rests, working itself out from beginning to end.
Elements appearing in one section will appear in another but
surrounded by different harmony and instrumentation. For instance
the pulse in pianos and marimbas in sections 1 and 2 changes to
marimbas and xylophones in section 3A, and to xylophones and
maracas in sections 6 and 7. The low piano pulsing harmonies of
section 3A reappear in section 6 supporting a different melody played
by different instruments. The process of building up a canon, or phase
relation, between two xylophones and two pianos which first occurs in
section 2, occurs again in section 9 but building up to another overall
pattern in a different harmonic context. The relationship between the
different sections is thus best understood in terms of resemblances
between members of a family. Certain characteristics will be shared,
but others will be unique. 
Changes from one section to the next, as well as changes within each
section are cued by the metallophone (vibraphone with no motor)
whose patterns are played once only to call for movements to the
next bar, much as in Balinese Gamelan a drummer will audibly call for
changes of pattern in West African Music. This is in contrast to the
visual nods of the head used in earlier pieces of mine to call for
changes and in contrast also to the general Western practice of
having a non-performing conductor for large ensembles. Audible cues
become part of the music and allow the musicians to keep listening. 
Steve Reich
